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he architect should care about and understand the person for whom he is going to build, should 

get inside his mind and mould the construction around the person who will live in it—should create 

a bespoke building. He should understand the rich as much as the poor—a house for the former 

will not resemble one for the latter—because each has a different function, a different lifestyle, dif-

ferent gestures. Just as a working man’s clothing differs from that of a man at leisure, so the house 

should be a reflection of activities or leisure pursuits, lending itself to either luxury or simplicity.1

The Western architectural tradition of “building for all kinds of people” overflows with famous theoretical exam-
ples, from the sixth book of Sebastiano Serlio’s sixteenth-century architectural treatise, On Domestic Architecture 
(Delle habitationi de tutti li gradi degli huomini), to Pierre Le Muet’s The Art of Fair Building (Manière de bâtir 
pour toutes sortes de personnes) of 1623, a collection of patterns ranging from the small house to the mansion. 
Resolving the housing question for all kinds of clients—poor and rich, peasant and city-dweller—was, for Fathy, 
central to his profession. His proposals for the poor were not to prove successful during his lifetime, either in 
the eyes of the Egyptian authorities or in those of the local populations; both groups were equally skeptical of 
overly inexpensive or inventive solutions, and preferred—though they would later regret it, like the Nubians 
of Kalabsha, as the homes were later uninhabited—the modern era’s “primitive cabin” in concrete. His inter-
national renown nevertheless rests on the original thinking that drove forward his community projects for the 
most deprived members of society 2—projects that were often abandoned or interrupted, such as New Gourna 
and New Bariz. The whole section of his work constituted by luxury projects has consequently been kept quiet, 
in a sort of confusion and shame that they should have been carried out by this architectural champion of the 
poor. It is true that most of Fathy’s clients were members of the elite, who were in a position to understand his 
intellectual ambition and architectural ideas.3 While the poor were too superstitious to imagine living under 
a dome, which for them evoked the world of the dead, the wealthy turned their domed qa‘a into music rooms. 
While the disinherited and the populists protested that “mud” took its inhabitants back to the Middle Ages, the 
intelligentsia took residence in cool houses with thick walls made of mud brick or Muqattam stone.4

With his cultivated clients and his professional background, Fathy managed more easily to establish the 
ideal trio in which each member has a distinct role, as he explained in a handwritten note:
 

The trinity working together in building one house; the architect is the violin virtuoso playing the lead-

ing part, the grave cell is the client with all his worries playing the counterpart, and the mason is the 

pianist providing the solid background, reaching both ends and supporting their caprices right through 

the whole gamut of pitch of the piece they play. When the three are talking equally we have rich musi-

cal composition. In the present day’s version, the cello has only a few mourning notes to play while the 

piano part is reduced to a monotonous and meaningless accompagnement. Only the violin is playing 

in a loud tone. We have to listen to anyone of the Brahms trio to appreciate the value and musicality we 

can obtain by balancing the roles of our trinity and giving each the possibility to do as best as he can.5

1 RBSCL, Fathy, unpublished, Expérience pour 

l’habitat . . . , undated typescript, 1947–48 (?).

2 Özkan, 2006.

3 Özkan, p.105; Curtis, 1997; al-Amri, 2003.

4 The Muqattam is the mountain that rises to 

the south of Cairo. Abdel-Wahed el-Wakil 

also used this stone after Fathy, in the 

Halawa House near Alexandria, for its 

thermal properties.

5 RBSCL, loose paper.

T
North elevation of the Tahir al-Umari 

House, Sidmant al-Gabal, al-Fayoum, 

1937. The watercolour shows perhaps 

the first appearance of a domed qa‘a in 

Fathy’s work.
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Although the actual relationships between Fathy and his clients—including the most well-to-do—only 
rarely attained the idyllic level of the Brahms trio, by the late 1940s he finally met with fame and success. 
The “Fathy style” was consolidated on his return from Greece, and its vaults and cupolas steadily inspired 
other Egyptian architects. Fathy’s long-standing friend Wissa Wassef built in the same spirit as he did,6 and 
Abdel-Wahed El-Wakil, one of his famous followers, received the Aga Khan Award for his Halawa House7 at 
Agami, near Alexandria. Omar El Farouk, Ahmad Hamid, and Rami El Dahan and his wife Soheir Farid, who 
were associates in the Michael Graves project for the El Gouna tourist complex on the shores of the Red Sea, 
began their careers in the continuity of their master’s residential projects. Wissa Wassef’s son-in-law, Ikram 
Nosshi, also pursued with red brick the construction of domes, as in the Radwan House at Dahshur. And 
today, wealthy families continue to have “Hassan Fathy” houses built.8 The style has become a fashion, in 
most cases devoid of its functional aspects and typological logic.

The Shift toward the “Inward-Looking” House: The Qa‘a, the Centerpiece of the 
Typology

he transformations that were being brought about in Egyptian society following the 
Montreux Convention (1936) led Fathy to deeply question his professional role. His 
painted daydreams are an artistic expression of his change of heart as regards domestic 
architecture. The modern urban villas of his youth, poorly documented and built for a cli-
entele of starlets and “fashionistas” (other than those that were for his own family) with 
American bars and Art Deco furniture, were succeeded by a wave of designs for dream-

like rural houses that can be dated to around 1940. The izba, a specific chapter in Fathy’s work, served as a 
springboard for other commissions. The 1937 plans for a house for Tahir al-Umari,9 in Sidmant al-Gabel in 
Fayoum, appear to have been the typological turning point in Fathy’s residential work: they contain an early 
malqaf, a domed qa‘a, and a maq‘ad facing the patio. Al-Umari seems in the end to have contented himself 
with alterations to the agricultural buildings of his izba and an improvised music room 
under the domed earth roof of what was originally intended as a storeroom.10 Another 
wealthy landowner with an entry in Fathy’s address book was Gabriel Takla, the owner 
of al-Ahram daily newspaper, whose country residence in Kafr al-Hima Fathy proposed 
to remodel in June 1941. He redesigned its façades, piercing them with large open-
ings inspired by Islamic art, and added a corbelled mashrabiya as a signature device. A 
square fountain patio took its place at the center of a new walled enclosure.

The people for whom these new experimental houses were built were recruited from 
the Egyptian intellectual elite. They included the artist Hamed Saïd, whose house at 
al-Marg rings out in the desert like a manifesto of renewed life, and the Abd al-Raziq 

6 He also won the Aga Khan Award and 

notably built a house for Cérès, his sister, who 

was a writer, on the Harraniya estate (1964).

7 This house received the Aga Khan Award in 

1980. HOLOD, 1983, Rastorfer, 1983.

8 See in particular the buildings of Ikram 

Nosshi, the son-in-law of Ramses Wissa 

Wassef.

9 Al-Umari was successively consul-general of 

Egypt in France, then ambassador of Egypt 

to Saudi Arabia and to the Vatican.

10 Fathy, 1996 (1973), p.39.

T

General plan (opposite) and sketch of 

residences (above) for the university 

residence project, by Ramses Wissa 

Wassef, 1945.
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family—relatives of Mustafa Abd al-Raziq, rector of the al-Azhar University in the early 1940s—whose unexe-
cuted projects exemplify the new values.

In the colorful visions presented in Fathy’s gouaches and watercolors, all rural values are extolled: there 
are frolicking chickens; herds of livestock plodding along; and rich vegetable gardens echoing the date palms, 
date trees, and flame trees that convey the idyllic character of this desert civilization. The house seen emerging 
here in paint was as much a break from the past as a return to it: it shows Fathy turning his back on imported 
models, even adapted ones, that were drawn with T-squares and set squares, and delving into the pastoral 
everyday to find what was needed for him to pursue a tradition. To grasp this new reality, he abandoned the sys-
tem of draftsmanship taught at school in order to paint instead, and avoided making annotations in French or 
English; from this moment onward, his architectural plans would be annotated in Arabic calligraphy, and a bird 
or a tortoise would appear in the form of compasses to indicate the direction of north. Both realized and unreal-
ized projects in the countryside fed his inspiration for luxurious Cairo residences in the years around 1950: the 
Tusun Abu Gabal House; the Hassanein Villa, destroyed a few years after it was built; and the Munastirli House.

Two principles, applied as much for cultural as for climatic reasons, would dictate a revolution in his 
domestic architecture from the 1940s: what he called the “introversion” of the plan on the one hand, and, 
on the other, the return to the qa‘a as the beating heart of the home, just like the role played by fireplaces in 
Frank Lloyd Wright’s Prairie houses. A draft letter from 1946, in relation to the project for halls of residence 
for the King Fuad I University (1946–47), sets out the arguments invoked by Wissa Wassef and Fathy in a law-
suit against Mustafa Fahmi. Both criticized Fahmi’s “extrovert” design for the halls, which went against their 
notion of the “introvert” Arab dwelling, and they refused to countersign plans which had strayed from the 
essence of their ideas. The student residences would, they claimed, have:
 

The appearance of apartment blocks whose aesthetic is subordinated to an idea of financial exploitation rather 

than following the beautiful traditions of universities and being marked by a character that is adapted to the life of 

our country. The layout of the student dwellings in the project in question is such that their private life, during the 

hours of rest, will be exposed to public view at the very moment when they will be wearing their indoor clothing.11

The only argument invoked here in favor of the patio layout is in relation to the dwellings’ privacy levels; 
thereafter, Fathy would progressively introduce the thermodynamic argument of a courtyard participating in 

the system of natural air conditioning. The “introvert” plan—organized around the sahn 
(or patio, in the Western terminology frequently used by Fathy) and the qa‘a, a living 
room of varying height flanked by iwanat, the durqa‘a of which is covered by a dome or 
a shukhshaykha—constitutes the alpha and omega of Cairo’s traditional domestic archi-
tecture, through which the architecture of the house can be renewed.

In 1944–45, Fathy designed for Ahmad Hamdi Seif al-Nasr Pasha and his wife a 
remarkable istiraha,12 built on the peninsula of Abu Na‘ma (Markaz Sanuris), on the edge 

11 RBSCL, Farouk I University Dorm Project, draft 

letter, Cairo, May 20, 1946, Son excellence 

Ilhamy Husayn Pacha, Président du Conseil 

Supérieur de la Cité Universitaire (French).

12 Kostof, 1947, p.102. Ahmad Hamdi Seif 

al-Nasr Pasha, stated as being a former 

minister, had two addresses, one in Zamalek 

(8 rue Kadis Yusuf), the other in Helwan 

(14 rue Kushru Pacha).

Ahmad Hamdi Seif al-Nasr’s 

House in its natural environment in 

1988 (opposite) and shortly after 

its completion in 1944 (above).
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of Lake Qarun. Several forms seem to have been envisaged for the project. Mrs. Hamdi Seif al-Nasr produced a 
sketch of a house that would have been larger than the one that was built: extending over two levels, it included 
a domed living room; three bedrooms, of which one was for the maid and was equipped with a shower, while 
the other two were separated by a bathroom; a kitchen; a garage; and an internal courtyard with a loggia. It is 
interesting to note that the papers refer to a living room with durqa‘a and iwan on one side only, which shows 
a certain ambiguity on the part of the client, who also specified that the kitchen should be arranged in linear 
fashion with an American-style counter looking onto the aforementioned living room.13

This manor house was to be built using new technology, on concrete foundations and with two types of 
fired bricks —one for the walls and the others for the domes—with its façades rendered by machine rather than 
by trowel, and a cement facing (takhshina) to the interior and base. Windows of stained glass set into the plas-
ter (qamariya) would light the rooms. The servants’ rooms and the exterior kitchen would, however, be built 
in mud brick. The total cost came to le36,000. Fathy would thus use a mixture of techniques to build this, the 
first of his designs for holiday homes based around the qa‘a, employing mud brick only for the servants’ quar-
ters. Raised on a plinth, opening onto the lake, this countryside qa‘a house strays from Fathy’s painted visions. 
On August 31, 1945, Fathy wrote a letter to Hamdi Seif al-Nasr Pasha,14 claiming—in the most respectful of 
tones—Le100 in fees for his work at Fayoum; he expressed his hope of being able to build the planned palace 
on the hill, and had excellent memories of the commission. Although in the 1940s Fathy and his wealthy cli-
ents were still hesitating between the living room and the qa‘a, the changeover became complete on Fathy’s 
return from Greece. And in 1969, Fathy dedicated his important paper for the International Conference on the 
History of Cairo to this key element of Cairo architecture.15 He gave a new and highly symbolic interpretation 
of this emblematic space: the qa‘a, whose origins date back to the court of the Bedouin dwelling, open to the 
sky, was the space of transition between the celestial cosmic universe and the terrestrial domestic space. The 
durqa‘a could reach considerable heights, such as seventeen meters at the Katkhuda House, while the iwanat 
in which the masatib were placed were on a human scale. The dome that took its place above this court, while 
continuing to represent the celestial vault, was the result of a gradual architectural evolution:
 

When urbanization came about at the same time as Arab architecture, the plan of the habitable part and the recep-

tion with an open court and iwanat was developed in the spirit of the qa‘a, while maintaining the specifics of the 

original design in relation to the expression of the cosmological aspect symbolized by architectural forms. The qa‘a 

is composed of a central part called the durqa‘a, which is the expression of the same central court, although cov-

ered. The same iwanat are found on each side, but obviously without loggias. These loggias have been transferred 

to another place outside the qa‘a, and open directly onto the court that the Arab architects retained when the dwell-

ing was extended and the number of rooms increased. To maintain the idea of the court open 

to the sky, since the durqa‘a is covered, its ceiling is much higher than that of the iwanat, and 

it has the form of a Sassanian dome. But the latter was of wood, as is the case with the qa‘a of 

Muhibb al-Din al-Muwaqi, built in Cairo in the fourteenth century of the Christian era. Since 

13 RBSCL, loose paper, Mrs. Hamdi Pasha.

14 RBSCL, correspondence, Cairo, August 31, 

1945, signed by Hassan Fathy.

15 Fathy, 1972a.
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the durqa‘a represents the court, its floor is dressed in marble and the traditional fountain is 

placed there. The level of the floor is a few degrees lower than that of the iwanat, as if the durqa‘a 

were a court open to the sky so that rainwater would not overflow into the iwanat.16

That Fathy, on the occasion of Cairo’s Millennium, should have explained the typology 
of this heart of the Arab house through an argument imbued with spirituality, is an example 
of what distinguished the tradition of the Cairo—or even Arab—house from the functionalist 
enquiries of the Western world. In his eyes, the symbolic aspect was far more important than 
the technical considerations, as he wrote in a draft text in which he tried to define the nature 
of contemporaneity in architecture: “The divine truth that was given to man by the symbol 
is replaced today by a technical truth.” It was on this revitalized tradition that he proposed 
to build the equivalent of the lounge of the new, modern Arab houses, implicitly compar-
ing the qa‘a to the double-height lounge formula of duplex apartment blocks, or to the new 
American-style living room. The double height, as conceived by Le Corbusier under the 
inspiration of the tradition of the wakala,17 had no more spiritual character than the spatial-

ity of an American living room. So Fathy contrasted the prosaic and materialistic character of Western modernity, 
which he condemned at every opportunity, with the symbolic richness of the Eastern tradition, which he sought to 
reintroduce into contemporary domestic architecture. The controversial dome that crowned the qa‘a could also 
be defined as an antithesis of the flat roof, according to the reading of Fathy’s work that sees him as an antagonist 
of the architecture of modernism. While the Western avant-garde made the flat roof the credo of new architecture, 
Fathy proposed the dome; a dome which, together with the malqaf and vaults, ultimately produced a sculptural 
roofscape, an answer to the landscaped roof of the Villa Savoye and of the Unité d’Habitation in Marseille. Through 
the interposition of domes, Fathy seems to have been responding to the theories of roof terraces that the Modern 
Movement pioneers picked up from the Mediterranean model. He equally seems to be offering a retort to the “five 
points of modern architecture” by defining in the 1970s an Arab architectural system that rested on the combina-
tion of basic traditional elements such as the qa‘a, the durqa‘a, the iwan, the sahn, the maq‘ad, and the malqaf.18 
To these typological features, Fathy added decorative elements taken from the Arab system of applied arts includ-
ing the qamariya, inlaid ceramics, turned and inlaid wood, and traditional furniture and lighting.

Fathy’s Art de Vivre: Refined Ambiguity
ensitive to the built environment by nature and by training, and convinced of the extent of 
architecture’s impact on human existence, Fathy himself alternated between living in his-
toric Cairo—whether in his childhood home or in the house he inhabited toward the end of 
his life in Darb al-Labbana,19 where he cultivated for posterity the image of an old “guru” 
living frugally, dressed in an abaya and surrounded by his cats—and in modern Cairo, 

16 RBSCL, unpublished, L’Architecture 

urbaine . . . , 1971; and La contempo-

ranéité . . . , 1972.

17 RBSCL, loose paper: “But this design 

principle would not easily have taken root 

in the temperate countries of the West, but 

once the prototype had been noticed by 

one of the Western architects, such as Le 

Corbusier, he adopted it, if not for climatic 

reasons, for the other advantages that this 

design offers.”

18 Fathy, 1973b.

19 RBSCL, an undated brochure [in French] 

describes 4 Darb al-Labbana as follows: 

“The Artists’ House invites you To visit 

its exhibitions of painting, sculpture and 

ceramics To attend its Concerts of Classical 

and Oriental music, at the People’s Shadow 

Theatre at [sic] its conferences on Art and at 

its Oriental Costumed Balls.”

The qa‘a of Ahmad Hamdi Seif 

al-Nasr’s House with a dome 

supported by squinches above 

the durqa‘a. S
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notably in a 1930s block in the residential area of Zamalek, having sporadically occupied 
the beautiful house built for Aziza Hassanein at Maadi. He also owned two “houses” that 
he had built—one in New Gourna, which had a bathroom curtain made of “muslin,” and 
the small tourist-accommodation unit at Sidi Krier, two prototypes of “modern Arab archi-
tecture.” The inventory that he left of the Zamalek apartment, which was situated in an 
attractive Art Deco building at number 3 Ibn al-Nabi Street, at the time of his departure 
for Greece in 1957, mentions furnishings that might be described as eclectic.20 Traditional items of furniture 
and lamps—some of which were antiques—stood alongside state-of-the-art equipment. A three-arched marble 
suffa occupied the south veranda, lit with lanterns of copper and colored glass; an exterior mashrabiya filtered 
the light. An ancient wooden door (sahrigi) inlaid with glass separated the veranda from the room where he 
worked; in the latter was a desk with drawers, a draftsman’s table, a wooden record case, a round table with four 
legs, an antique mashrabiya fixed to the north wall for decoration, a wooden chest which served as a bench or 
mashrabiya plinth, two sculpted doors inlaid with bone (ivory effect), a copper lantern, five venetian blinds, and 
two rustic chairs. The north veranda, lit by a glazed wrought-iron lantern, featured a chest and some ancient 
pottery. In the hall, the north window of which was ornamented with an antique mashrabiya, Fathy notes a 
round table on a turned wooden support (which, he specifies, is of the type that can be found at Khan al-Khalili), 
an old cupboard with wooden marquetry decoration, two armchairs and a settee in leather and velvet, a tea 
table with a rotating platter, a Gothic-style oak bar, and a rustic straw-seated chair. The kitchen was equipped 
with an Electrolux refrigerator in good condition and an oven, while the bathroom contained an Ideal Standard 
bidet and washbasin. The bedroom housed a Sudanese wicker bed, an antique “arabesque” wardrobe, an old 
arabesque dressing table, a round table, a bookcase with drawers, a small rustic chair and armchair, a rustic 
octagonal table, a wooden lantern resembling a spinning wheel, and a ceramic sculpture of a smiling young 
girl.21 He proposed similar mixtures of styles to the clients of his villas from the end of the 1940s: arabesque ori-
ental charm and Egypto–Sudanese tradition hand in hand with the latest in Western sanitary comfort.

Cairo Houses in the Years around 1950
t would take more than a decade for Western architecture to turn to a new page. The “Hassan 
Fathy” style was born in the istirahat projects which came to maturity in the second house for 
Aziza Hassanein. The Tusun Abu Gabal House (1947) and the Attiya Munastirli Villa (1950) 
illustrate the variety of a transitional phase: leaving behind the language of Mediterranean 
modernity, Fathy was on a search for a new vocabulary. The formulas he had tested at the 
Kallini House and the Tahir al-Umari House were adapted to the demands of subsequent cli-

ents, producing a residential output of refined eclecticism; Fathy was seeking new foundations, sourced in 
the traditions of Cairo and Istanbul, which he subtly and very freely reintroduced into the Tusun Abu Gabal 
and Attiya Munastirli houses, concurrently with his work on the experimental site of New Gourna. These 

I

20 RBSCL, unpublished, Inventaire . . . , 1973. All 

loose paper inventories of Fathy’s houses 

can be found in the folders of boxes 3 and 4, 

series 3.1. 

21 RBSCL, rental contract and inventory 

between Hassan Fathy and Shafiq Ahmad 

Husni [Arabic].

Tusun Abu Gabal House, Giza: 

Entrance façade, 1947. Below: Sketch 

with overhanging roof and loggias. 

Opposite: Elevation, with detail of the 

wall surrounding the property.
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